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Abstract

The quality of the depth map is crucial for depth image based rendering (DIBR) which en-
ables a variety of advanced 3D video related applications such as perceived depth adjustment for
stereoscopic video and intermediate view generation for multiview auto-stereoscopic displays.
However, the input depth map for DIBR may suffer from errors and noise, which could seriously
impact the rendered view quality. In order to reduce the errors and suppress the noise in the
depth map, a local depth image enhancement technique is proposed that leverages trellis-based
optimization techniques. A cost function is used to evaluate candidate depth values based on the
stereo cost as well as color and depth consistency. Sparse depth features are also used in the
enhancement process. The experimental results show notable subjective improvements in terms
of rendering quality.
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ABSTRACT 

 
The quality of the depth map is crucial for depth image 
based rendering (DIBR) which enables a variety of 
advanced 3D video related applications such as perceived 
depth adjustment for stereoscopic video and intermediate 
view generation for multiview auto-stereoscopic displays. 
However, the input depth map for DIBR may suffer from 
errors and noise, which could seriously impact the rendered 
view quality. In order to reduce the errors and suppress the 
noise in the depth map, a local depth image enhancement 
technique is proposed that leverages trellis-based 
optimization techniques. A cost function is used to evaluate 
candidate depth values based on the stereo cost as well as 
color and depth consistency. Sparse depth features are also 
used in the enhancement process. The experimental results 
show notable subjective improvements in terms of rendering 
quality.  
 

Index Terms— depth enhancement, DIBR, 3D video 
 

1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Three-Dimensional Video (3DV) is the next milestone for 
the video industry after the massive deployment of High 
Definition TV (HDTV). A 3D display is capable of 
presenting a same scene with a slightly different viewing 
angle for each eye, thereby provide the binocular depth cue 
for the viewer. Given the stereoscopic video content, an 
advanced 3D TV system should be capable of generating 
virtual views at a different viewing position than the stereo 
pair. This would enable a variety of applications for 3D TV 
such as the perceived depth adjustment for the stereoscopic 
display and the intermediate view generation for multiview 
auto-stereoscopic displays.  

Depth image based rendering (DIBR) is a technique to 
generate virtual views, which typically requires a depth 
image of the scene to be available [1]. It is noted that depth 
images are likely to exhibit noise, either resulting from 
errors in computing stereo correspondences or through 
direct acquisition by range sensors; this noise may produce 
artifacts in the rendered views. Secondly, per-pixel depth 
images cannot always represent depth discontinuities that 
typically occur at object boundaries, which is another source 
of artifacts in the rendered views [2]. Thirdly, compression 

artifacts would be introduced when the depth map is coded 
in a lossy manner and such coding error may affect the 
depth map quality as well. In addition, depth maps may be 
even captured or coded at a lower spatial resolution than the 
corresponding texture, and thus need be upsampled at the 
receiver side.  

Recently, many depth image filtering techniques have 
been proposed in order to suppress the noise or enhance the 
quality of the upsampled depth images. Min, et al. [3] 
proposed a joint global mode filtering technique based on a 
joint histogram which considers the color similarity and the 
spatial distances between reference and neighboring pixels. 
In the case of depth image up-sampling, a joint bilateral 
filter is designed in [4]. These methods all assume that only 
the color image at the corresponding view point is available. 
In [5] a depth image enhancement technique for DIBR using 
Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) at the virtual view 
position has been proposed to improve the consistency 
among multiple reference depth images.  

In this paper, we propose a local depth image 
enhancement technique which references the color 
information of the stereo image pair. For a given pixel in the 
depth map, a set of candidates is first identified before the 
cost of each candidate is calculated and finally the depth 
pixel value is updated if the cost of the alternative candidate 
is smaller than the current depth value. A set of sparse depth 
features serve as an additional source of candidate depth 
values. This enhancement technique leverages the trellis-
based optimization techniques proposed earlier for robust 
view synthesis [6], but differs significantly in the underlying 
principle and manner in which the techniques are applied. In 
the present work, the ambiguities on depth values are 
resolved at a much earlier stage and a richer set of 
information is utilized including sparse depth features. This 
work also revisits the calculation of costs for each node and 
considers additional constraints.   

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
gives an overview of the DIBR system where our algorithm 
is used. Section 3 describes the proposed depth image 
enhancement algorithm in detail. Section 4 shows the 
simulation results using our algorithm. Section 5 concludes 
the paper.  
 



 
Fig. 1. Proposed depth enhancement technique integrated in 

a DIBR system 
 

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
 
Our proposed depth map enhancement technique is 
designed and integrated in a DIBR system. There are two 
categories of color image warping methods for DIBR in 
general: forward warping and backward warping [7]. With 
forward warping, the color sample values are mapped to the 
virtual view directly; with backward mapping, the depth 
images that correspond to the reference view are first 
warped to the virtual view, before the warped depth images 
are used to find a corresponding color sample value in the 
reference view for each sample location in the virtual view. 
Backward warping is assumed in this paper for DIBR, while 
forward warping can be easily adapted to our algorithm as 
well. 

Fig. 1 shows the structure of the backward warping DIBR 
system integrated with our proposed depth enhancement 
technique. In the figure, the symbol I, D, and F represent the 
color image, depth image, and the sparse depth feature, 
respectively; the subscript L, R and V represent the left 
view, right view and virtual view respectively; and OPT 
indicates the optimized (enhanced) depth image.  

In this system, the depth image that corresponds to the 
reference view is not used directly in the backward warping 
process of the color image, and there might be additional 
errors introduced in the forward warping process of the 
depth image to the virtual view. So, our proposed depth 
enhancement technique consists of two stages: Stage I is 
conducted on the depth maps DL and DR that correspond to 
the reference view positions, while Stage II is carried out on 
the warped depth image DV that corresponds to the virtual 
view position. Stage I has the advantage of having more 
information to reference, specifically each pixel in the depth 
map has the collocated pixel in the color image to reference.  

In addition, Stage I also has the sparse depth features FL 
and FR as input given by the sparse depth estimation. Sparse 
depth features are a set of feature points with associated 
depth values. Given a stereo color image pair, the sparse 
depth estimation algorithm outputs a set of sparse depth 
features with their associated depth value. In this paper, we 
use a sparse depth estimation algorithm based on KLT [8]. 
The complexity is low relative to the dense depth estimation 
process since only the correspondences of a sparse set of 
pixel need to be calculated; the reliability is high 
considering the correspondences are found on distinctive 
corners rather than texture-less areas.  

Note that depth and disparity can be converted to each 
other given the camera parameters. In this paper, we use 
disparity with proper scaling as the depth image format. 
     

3. PROPOSED DEPTH IMAGE ENHANCEMENT 
ALGORITHM 

 
Each stage of the proposed depth image enhancement 
approach consists of the same steps with slight variations, as 
will be introduced in the following subsections. For each 
pixel in the depth image, a set of depth candidate is first 
selected; then the cost for each candidate is calculated; 
finally, the depth value with the lowest cost is assigned to 
the current pixel. A flow chart is shown in Fig. 2.  

3.1. Depth candidate selection 

In our proposed method, the input depth value specified in 
the dense depth image is always selected as the first 
candidate, d1. This value may be incorrect and thus lead to 
artifacts or inconsistencies with respect to the input images. 
Therefore, additional candidates are considered.  

Different strategies may be used to determine the 
additional depth candidates. For instance, neighboring depth 
values were considered in [6]. In this work, we propose a 
more sophisticated and efficient method of selecting 
candidates that makes use of the color information. 
Specifically, alternative depth values are selected based on 
the minimal collocated color intensity difference of the 
neighboring pixels. The problem is stated as follows: 

),(minarg* )()( qNpN
Qq
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                               (1) 

where p is the current pixel position, q is a candidate pixel 
position in Q, N(.) represents a neighborhood around the 
current pixel or candidate pixel position, I is the color 
image, and the function f(.) is a dissimilarity metric. In this 
work, the Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) is used as the 
dissimilarity metric and the neighborhood size is 3x3. Then 
the position q* is mapped to a corresponding depth or 
disparity value with respect to the position of the current 
pixel p. 

In Stage I, the candidate depth values are selected as 
follows. The first alternative depth, d2, is obtained by 
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constraining Q to be the five neighboring positions to the 
left of the current pixel in the same line. The second 
alternative depth, d3, is obtained by constraining Q to be the 
five neighboring positions above the current pixel in the 
same column. The last alternative depth, d4, is the associated 
depth value of the nearest sparse depth feature.  

The candidate depth values for Stage II are selected based 
on the depth values only. In particular, d2 is selected as the 
median value from preceding five pixels of the same line 
and d3 is selected as the median from the same column. 

 
Fig. 2. Flow chart of the depth enhancement technique 

3.2. Cost calculation 

Once the depth value candidates are selected, the cost of 
each of them is calculated. For Stage I, the cost function is 
comprised of three measures: 
 stereo cost: measures the consistency in color intensity 

between two views; 
 color difference cost: measures the color intensity 

difference between the current location and the 
candidate pixel location; and 

 depth difference cost: measures the depth value 
difference between the current pixel and the candidates. 

Eq. (2) is defined considering the above measurements. 

diffdepthdiffcolorstereoi JJJJ __                 (2) 

The first sub-cost function Jstereo is defined as follows: 

]',[ )'()( pNpNstereo IImrMADJ                  (3) 

where p is the current pixel position, p’ is the corresponding 
position in the other view p’=p+di, I and I’ are the color 

images that correspond to the current view position and the 
other view position, respectively. N(.) is a 9x9 window, and 
mrMAD is the mean-removed mean absolute difference [9].  

The second term Jcolor_diff imposes an additional color 
consistency constraint on the alternative depth value 
candidates:  

],[* )()(_ qNpNcdiffcolor IIMADkJ              (4) 

where q is the position of the alternative depth candidate, 
and kc is a constant weighting factor.  

The third term Jdepth_diff is defined by: 

iddiffdepth ddkJ  1_ *                      (5) 

where kd is a weighting factor that controls the weight of 
this sub-cost function. The values of the weighting factors 
are determined empirically. 

The cost function is slightly modified to adapt to Stage II. 
The first sub-cost function is replaced by: 
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where I’ and I’’ are the left and right color image, p’ and p’’ 
are the corresponding positions of the current pixel position 
p in the reference views. p’ and p’’ can be obtained by: 
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where u can be replaced by x or y indicating whether it is a 
horizontal or a vertical component of the position, l’  
represents the virtual view position relative the left view in-
between the stereo pair.  
    We use mrMAD instead of MAD in Stage I since we have 
observed that the mean-removed MAD is more robust to 
illumination variations, while yielding matches that better 
maintain structural information. In this way, mrMAD can be 
viewed as a looser condition so that the disturbance from 
transparency or illumination conditions would be limited 
and hence correct depth values can be selected and carried 
to the next stage. The stronger MAD condition is applied in 
Stage II to refine the depth value. The second sub-cost 
function, Jcolor_diff, is omitted from the cost calculation of Ji 
in Stage II since there is no corresponding color image at 
the virtual view.  
 

4. EXPERIMENTS 
 
The proposed depth enhancement approach is implemented 
within a proprietary system that estimates depth from a 
stereo pair. This method is compared to view synthesis 
using the original dense depth images. It is noted that when 
choosing the depth candidates for a next sample, the 
referenced depth values from previous samples may have 
been modified by the proposed approach.  
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Simulations were conducted on several sequences, including 
GT_fly and Undo_dancer from Nokia, and Poznan_hall 
from Poznan University. For each sequence, a virtual view 
is synthesized at 0.4 of the baseline distance from the left 
view in-between the stereo pair. Fig. 3 shows the sample 
images of the synthesized results with Stage I or/and II. It 
can be observed that each stage reduces some of the 
artifacts and the combination of the both stages yields the 
best result. Figs. 4-5 show sample images of the synthesized 
results without and with the full proposed depth 
enhancement technique. It can be observed that the artifacts 
are significantly reduced, especially along the object 
boundaries. In addition, vertical edges are well preserved 
which are sensitive to the human eyes.  
 

5. CONCLUSIONS 
 
In this paper, a novel depth image enhancement technique 
for view synthesis is proposed. It consists of two stages, one 
on the depth images that correspond to the reference views, 
and another on the warped depth image that corresponds to 
the virtual view. In each stage, a set of candidates is first 
identified for each pixel. Sparse depth features are also 
utilized in determining candidates depth values. Then, the 
cost of each candidate is calculated by referencing the depth 
map itself and the stereo color image pair. The pixel value is 
updated by the candidate with the lowest cost. The 
experimental results shows that the rendering artifacts can 
be reduced and the vertical structures can be better 
preserved in the virtual view image.  
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Upper Left: w/o depth enhancement, Upper Right: w/ Stage I, 
Lower Left: w/ Stage II, Lower Right: w/ Stage I and II 

Fig. 3. Sample view synthesis results of GT_fly 
 

  
Left: w/o depth enhancement       Right: w/ depth enhancement 

Fig. 4. Sample view synthesis results of Undo_dancer 
 

  
Left: w/o depth enhancement       Right: w/ depth enhancement 

Fig. 5. Sample view synthesis results of Poznan_hall 
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